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ABSTRACT
The Hamiltonian version of the two dimensional n-component cubic model 
is determined, and the phase diagram and the critical properties of the model 
are investigated. Judging from the results of simple limits, mean-field cal­
culation and RG transformations, the phase diagram of the system is similar 
to that of the two dimensional model. Several RG transformations were used 
to investigate the critical properties using different cell sizes in the 
transformation. The coincidence of critical and tricritical fixed points and 
the presence of a marginal operator showed the formation of the Ashkin-Teller 
fixed line and the breaking of the unviersality. The cubic transition is 
found to be first order for n > 2.
А Н Н О Т А Ц И Я
Определен гамильтоновский вариант двумерной n-компонентной модели, ис­
следованы ее критические свойства и фазовая диаграмма. Фазовая диаграмма га- 
мильтоновского варианта, определенная на основе исследования простых предель­
ных случаев, а также на основе применения среднего поля и трансформации груп­
пы ренормировок, является похожей на фазовую диаграмму двумерной системы.
Для исследования критических свойств были применены разные трансформации 
группы ренормировок, и при этом были применены целлы возрастающих размеров. 
Совпадение критических и трикритических фиксированных точек и существование 
маргинального оператора указывает на формирование фиксированной линии Ашкина- 
-Теллера и нарушение универсальности. В случае п>2 кубический переход оказы­
вается переходом первого рода.
KIVONAT
Meghatároztuk a két dimenziós n-komponensü köbös modell Hamilton válto­
zatát, és vizsgáltuk a modell fázisdiagramját és kritikus tulajdonságait.
Az egyszerű határesetek vizsgálatából, mean-field számításokból és renormá- 
lási csoport transzformáció eredményéből meghatározott fázisdiagram hasonló 
a két dimenziós rendszer fázisdiagramjához. Különböző renormálási csoport 
transzformációkat használtunk a kritikus tulajdonságok vizsgálatához, és a 
transzformációról használt cella méretét növeltük. Kritikus és trikritikus 
fix pontok összeesése és marginális operátor létezése jelezte az Ashkin- 
Teller fix vonal formálódását és az univerzalitás sérülését. A köbös átala­
kulás n > 2 esetén elsőrendűnek adódott.
1. Introduction
The n-component cubic model represents a very general type 
of discrete lattice models and includes, in special cases, the 
Potts model (Potts 1952) and the Ashkin-Teller model (Ashkin 
and Teller 1943). Because of this the model shows many extra­
ordinary aspects of cirtical behaviour. The nature of the phase 
transition changes with increasing number of spin components; as 
a result of competition the model is possessed of a multicritical 
point whose type also depends on n; in two dimensions (2D) for n=2 
there is a critical line in the system (the description of this 
line of fixed points by the usual renormalization-group (RG) 
transformation has not led to satisfactory results). However, by 
increasing the space of parameters by taking n to be a variable, 
and then extrapolating to n = 2, a satisfactory description is 
obtained (Nienhuis et al. 1983). This procedure will be followed 
in this paper, too.
The n-component cubic model was originally introduced as a 
means of modelling anisotropic magnetic systems (Kim et al. 1975, 
Aharony 1977), but it has many other applications. In 2D for ex­
ample, the model describes same phase transitions of absorbed 
monolayers (for a review see Schick 1983) . The phase diagram of 
the model in 2D was determined by Domany and Riedel (1979), the 
critical properties were investigated by Nienhuis et al. (1983).
In the latter paper the order of the phase transition was de­
termined for different values of n by using the vacany generating 
RG transformation (Nienhuis et al. 1979). Furthermore, by using
2an exact mapping onto a solid on solid model for the n = 2 case, 
new interconnections were obtained among the class of cubic,
Potts and Ashkin-Teller phase transition phenomena.
In this paper the phase transition properties of the Hamiltonian 
versions of the 2D model is investigated. By taking the time-con­
tinuum limit (Kogut 1979) the 2D model is mapped onto a ID quantum 
problem. In most cases the anisotropy in the 2D models is irrele­
vant to the critical properties, and many approximate treatments 
are easier to apply in ID.
The phase diagram of the system is determined by investigat­
ing simple limiting cases, by mean-field calculations, and by RG 
transformation. The critical properties of the system are inves­
tigated by several RG transformations. We use block transforma­
tion and decimation transformation and apply different sizes of 
the cell in the transformation, which together enable us to ex­
trapolate the results.
According to the results, the topologies of the phase diagram 
and the critical properties of the (1+1)D model and the 2D model 
are the same. The RG transformation give information on the change 
of the order of the phase transition with increasing n, and on 
the existence of the Ashkin-Teller fixed-line.
The paper is arranged as follows: §.2. contains the time- 
continuum limit, the different representations of the problem, 
and the analysis of different limiting cases. In §.3. the results 
of the mean-field calculation are presented, in §.4. the results 
of the RG transformation. §.5. presents a short discussion, the 
Appendix gives some details of the calculation.
2. Formalism
In the n-component cubic model there are spins on a lattice, 
each spin has 2n-states, denoted by |l>, \2>, ... | 2n>. The en­
ergy of the system depends on the nearest neighbour configura­
tion. The interaction energy between neighbouring spins is
1
Г  2
s .1 1 , if s. = 1 si+l
HA lsi =1+1" = < lsi Sitl> , if s. = 1 si+l
X2
2 1 s.1 1 s. +1> 1 otherwise
For A^ = A2 , the model reduces to the 2n-state Potts model 
(Potts 1952), while for n = 2 it corresponds to the Ashkin- 
Teller model (Ashkin and Teller 1943). In the following the 
Hamiltonian version of this model will be determined.
The derivation of the Hamiltonian version of a classical, 
d-dimensional model is a well-known procedure (for a review see 
Kogut 1979). By taking the time-continuum limit, the model is 
mapped onto a d-l-dimensional quantum problem, where external 
fields are introduced, and the strength of these fields plays 
the role of the temperature of the classical model. It is general 
ly believed that the very high anisotropy does not affect the 
critical properties, and the type of singularity of the ground- 
state properties of the quantum problem is the same as for the 
free energy in the classical version. However, new types of sin­
gularity may occur, when the strength of the external fields is
4negative, which would correspond to an imaginary temperature in 
the classical model.
The Hamiltonian version of the 2D n-component cubic model 
is a ID chain with the classical (2.1) interaction in the pre­
sence of an external spin-flip field, which depends on two par­
ameters h-^ and h2:
if Si = s.
if si “ si
otherwi
+ n (2.2)
(In the following, we generally restrict ourselves to the sub­
space, where all the couplings are positive.)
In this representation the coupling part of the Hamiltonian 
(2.1) is diagonal, therefore it may be called the strong-coupling 
(or low temperature) representation. For the h^, h2 ^ О limit, in 
the ground state all spins are in the same state which results 
in a 2n-fold degeneracy.
For the Ashkin-Teller model, as is well known, there exists 
an Ising spin representation (Fan 1972). Two sets of Ising spins 
are associated with every lattice site, and besides the usual 
two-spin interactions for each set of Ising spins, there is also 
a four-spin interaction between the two sublattices.
This procedure can be generalized to the n-component cubic 
model, if 2n = 2 . Now a к-set of Ising spins is associated with 
every lattice site, denoted by a^(i), a2 (i), ... a^d) (i is 
the index of the site), to represent the 2n-possible states.
5The assignment of Ising spins is the following. Every state has
a different configuration of spins. Furthermore, if the state
I £> is represented by the configuration o^, then the
state I£+n> has the configuration -a^, ~a2' ‘ ‘' -ak" For examP^e
for к = 3, the eight different states obtained by increasing the
value of the spin can be represented by the values of the Ising
spins: 1, 1, 1; 1, 1, -1; 1, "1/ 1? 1/ -1» ~1; “1/ “1/ “1» “1/ “If 1/
-1, 1, -1; and -1, 1, 1, respectively.
Now the coupling part of the Hamiltonian contains the two-,
four-, ..., 2k-spin interactions between the sublattices, however,
the (2£-l)2 and 4£ spin interactions have different couplings,
^1 ^2viz . — "2^  and - 2n resPectively:




П ot(i) o*( i+1)
i m=l l£j j 2< •••<j 2m-l—k £=1
(2.3/a)




Oj (i) oz. (i + 1)
Here k-1 £ 2k^ + 1 £ k, k-1 £ 2)^ 2 £ k.
The spin-flip field can be expressed by the spin-flip oper-
Xators Oj (i) in the following way:
k-1 m к
H, = - h. E E T~ П a. (i) - E П o. U)
i m=l l<j1<j_...<j <k 1=1 3l i £=1 J1—J 1 J2 Jm—
(2.3/b)
6Expressions (2.3/a, 2.3/b) show that only for к = 2, i.e. 
for the Ashkin-Teller model does there exist a decoupling point 
X2 = h2 = 0, where the model reduces to two noninteracting 
Ising models. No such property holds for higher values of k.
Let us now trun to the weak coupling limit. Here it is more 
convenient to use the representation where the spin-flip field 
is diagonal. Let us introduce the following orthonormal set of 
vectors:
|1'> = -i- {I1> + I2> + ... + I2n>}
/2n
I 2 ' > = • — - - { I 1 > + ш I 2> + ... + ш n I 2n> }
/2n
(2.4)
I (2n) '>= { I 1> + to2n-1 I 2> + ... + ш (2n_1) I 2n>}
/2n
where ш = exp •
Now the matrix elements of depend on whether i' is one, 
even or odd:
Hh |l'> = -2(n-l)h1 |l,>
Hh | (2k) #> = 2h2 I (2k) '> k=l,2,...,n
Hh | (2A-1J '> = 2h1 |(2£-l),> «,=2,3,. . . ,n
In the (2.4) representation the coupling part of Hamiltonian, 
H^, flips neighbouring spins by increasing one of them and at 
the same time decreasing its neighbour by the same amount. (Due 
to the Z (2n) symmetry of the model, |«,'> = | «,' + m*2n>,
7m = integer.) Thus the effect of on the neighbouring spins
Ik'£'> is:
1 I %
Hx |k4'> = (n-1) ~  |k'£'> - ^  I (k+1) ' (£-1) '> - ^  I (k+2) ' U-2) '>
- ^  I (k+3) ' (£-3) '> - ^  I (k+4) ' (£-4) '> - . . I (k-1) ' (£+1) '>
(2.6/a)
So we can write:
Л2
1 {n-1} 2H ' if m = 0
<k'£'1Hx1(k+m)'(£-m)'> = (
) \2 
v " 2n if m = 2j
1 h
2n ' if m = 2j - 1
(2.6/b)
where j = 1,2 ,... ,.n.
From eqs. (2.6) it follows that leaves invariant the sum 
of the spins along the chain, modulo 2n. Therefore the eigenstates 
of the chain belong to 2n disjoint sectors that can be character­
ized by the functions: |l'l'...l'>, |2'l,...l'>,...|(2n)'l'...l'>,
and will be called the 1st, the 2n<^  and the 2nfc^  subspace, re-
s tspectively. From symmetry considerations it follows that the 1 
subspace is non-degenerate, while the 2nc^ , 4^, ...» 2п*"^  sub­
spaces are n-fold degenerate, and the 3r<^ , 5*"*1, 5^^, 2n-l*"^ sub­
spaces are n-1 -fold degenerate. At the thermodynamic limit, when 
the length of the chain tends to infinity, further degeneracies 
may occur. The type and the degeneracy of the ground state char­
acterizes the different phases. To this question we shall return
later.
8Besides the weak and strong-coupling regions, characterized 
by the conditions h^,!^ <<"А^Д2 an<^  ^i'^2 <<: ^l'^2 resPectivelyr 
there exists another simple limiting case, when >> A^,h^.
(The fourth simple possibility, when ^2^2 << A^,h^, gives no 
simple ground state except for the Ashkin-Teller model - as we 
mentioned earlier in connection with the Ising spin representa­
tion .)
Let us now make use of the following combination of the 
states:
1"> = —  (|1> + |n+l>)
_1
/I
2"> = -^ (|2> + In+2>)
(n+1) "> = —  (|'1> - I n+l>)
/2
(n+2)"> = —  (|2> - In+2>)
Л.
(2.7)
—  ( In> + I2n>)
/I
I (2n)"> = —  (In> - I2n>)
/?
Now the part of the Hamiltonian, proportional to h2 and X2 is 
diagonal. The effect of the Hamiltonian on the new states is:
Hhl
IIArH -2hx (! 2 " > + 1 3"> + . . . + |n">)
Hhi
IIACM r—1
.cCM1 (1 1"> + U) V + . . . + |n">)
Hh |n"> = -2h1 (|l"> + 12"> + ... + I (ri-1)">) 
Hh |(n+1)"> = 2h2 I(n+1)">
Hh |(n+2)"> = 2h2 I(n+2)">
Hh |(2n)"> = 2h2 I(2n)">
(2.8/a)
9The matrix elements of the H, -operator are:
Hx |l"l"> = Л12 1(n+1)"(n+1)"> Hx 11"(n+1)"> = ---(n+1) "1">
H x 1 2 " 2 " > = X1~ ~2 1(n+2)"(n+2)"> Hx |2"(n+2)"> = ---||(n+2)"2">
HA I (2n)"(2n)"> ----- \ |n"n"> Hx|n"(2n)"> ----- ||(2n)"n">
X2Hx!i"jn> = - ~ 2 , if j ^ i, i + n (2.8/b)
Thus the Hx operator flips the neighbouring spins by n if the 
neighbouring spins are in the same state or differ by n, other­
wise Hx does not change the spins.
The ground state of (2.8) at the limit ^/h^ >> X^,h^ is 
n-fold degenerated: |l"l" ... 1">, |2"2" ... 2">, ... |n"n" ... n"> 
The relevant excitations have a simple form either for h-^<<X^, or 
when X  ^ << h-^ . In the first case the system can be represented 
by an Ising like state, each sjbin can be in two possible states, 
say |l"> and |(n+l)">.The form of the Hamiltonian reduces to:
x x 
ai°i+l h9 £ (a! -i 1
1) + 0(~) Л2
(2.9)
X Z Iwhere the a^, Pauli operators act on the states |1”> and 
I (n+1)">. At this limit eqs. (2.8) describe an Ising system. The 
phase transition takes place at:
1
2 (2 .10) .
10
At the other limit, for X^ << h-^ , the relevant excitations are, 
at each site, a combination of the states |l">, |2">, ... |n">. 
The Hamiltonian can be written as:
H ----- =■ E (Ő
2 i si si+l
n к X1- 1) - 2h, E E M* + 0(t~)
1 i k=l 1 n2
(2.11)
M =
M is an nxn
0 0 ... 1
1 0 ... 0
0 1 ... 0
•• 1 :
0 0 ...10
acting on the states |l">, |2">, |n">. Hamiltonian (2.11) de­
scribes the n-state Potts model. From the exact solution of 
Baxter (1973) it is known that the phase transition takes place 
at:
4nh.
-r— i = 1 (2.12)
Л2
furthermore it is first order for n >4, and continuous for n £ 4.
Now let us turn back to the original representation (2.8). 
These have a set of solutions of the form
^af(ii'i2' •••■» ^  = I (n+i^ " / (n+i2) " / ••• (n+iN)"> (2.13)
where 1 £ i^, ±2 , . .., iN £ n, and ij ^ ij+ >^ These states are 
N-ln(n-l) -fold degenerate having the energy:
X2
Eaf = N ~^2 + 2h2^ (2.14)
11
The Фа£ states describe an n-state antiferromagnetic Potts 
model, and it is the ground state of the system for large negative 
values of X2 and h2• In closing the section let us briefly sum­
marize the possible phases of the system. In the different rep­
resentations of the Hamiltonian for special values of the coupl­
ings the different types of ground state, i.e. different phases, 
can be determined. For positive values of the couplings the sys­
tem exhibits three phases. If the couplings are much greater 
than the external fields (X1,X2 >> the system is ferro-
magnetically ordered, the ground state is 2n-fold degenerate. At 
the opposite limit, when the external fields are much stronger 
than the couplings (Ь^,Ь2 >>,X^,X2), the system is paramagnetic, 
the ground state is nondegenerate. Finally at the X2,h2 >> X^,h^ 
limit, the system is partially ordered, the ground state is n- 
fold degenerate.
On the phase boundaries of the system the following can be 
determined. At the 2n-state Potts point (X^ =X2) , and for X^<X2 there is no 
partially ordered phase. By increasing the strength of the ex­
ternal fields the system goes in one step from the ferromagnetic 
phase to the paramagnetic phase. This is the cubic transition.
By increasing the value of X2 the partially ordered phase appears 
and the cubic transition line bifurcates. At the X2 >> X^ limit, 
according to eq. (2.9), the transition between the ferromagnetic 
and the partially ordered phase is equivalent to the transition 
in the Ising model. On the other hand, the transition between 
the partially ordered and the paramagnetic phase can be described 
by the n-state Potts model (eq. (2.11)).
- 12 -
/
Following the phase diagram further for negative values of 
X2t we can say that the ferromagnetic and the paramagnetic phase 
extend to this region, too. However, for -X2,-h2 >> |X^|,|h^| 
the ground state of the system changes essentially. Here the 
ground state is described by eq. (2.13) and is equivalent to the 
n-state antiferromagnetic Potts model. The transition into this 
phase for n = 2 takes place through an xy-type phase (Kohmoto 
et al. 1981, Iglói and Sólyom 1984). The existence of a phase 
like this for n > 2 is still an open equation. In the following 
the phase structure of the system is investigated for positive 
values of the couplings.
13
3. Mean-field solution
At first the result of the mean-field calculation is pre­
sented. The simplest form is chosen for the trial wavefunction, 
this is the product of the one spin wavefunctions. For this cal­
culation it is convenient to use the weak-coupling representa­
tion egs. (2.6) .
ф = П ф^ (3.1)
i
ф. = ------- --------  { 11' > + a0 I 2 '> + a..|3'> + a~|4'> +
1 /77, 7 7 7  2“ 2 1 2/l+in-lJa-^+n a2
+ ... + a21 (2n) '>}
The parameters for every odd (except state |l'>), and for every 
even state are the same from symmetry considerations. (Here we 
mention that better quantitative agreement may be expected if the 
trial wavefunction is written as a product of the wavefunction of 
larger clusters (Sólyom 1984). Renormalization group and finite- 
-size scaling arguments may also be used for a series of mean- 
-field results with different clusters.)
The energy per spin is given by:
E = ^ <ф|Н|ф> =
1+(n-1)a^+na2T. 2 ( - 2(n- l > h l +
+ a2 2nh2 + a-^  2(n-l)h-^} +
' 1+(n-1)a1+na2]2. 2,2 {_4n 2n a2 “
2 ^ 2 4  ^2 2 ^ 2 3- n (n-1) 2iT «2 “ 4 (n-1) 2 ^ ai - 4 (n_1) (n-2) 2^  “
2 ^ 2  4 ^1 ^2 2- (n-1) (n-2) 2^ 7 ai “ 4n (n-1) (2 2^ + 2r^a‘la2
- 2n (n-1) [ 2 (n-1) Ьк + (n-2) aia2 }
(3.2)
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At given values of the couplings h^, h2 , A-^ , A2 one should 
minimize the energy with respect to and a2- Equation (3.2) 
has three different types of minima, which characterize three 
different phases:
I, = 0, a2 = 0 . Paramagnetic phase
II, j* 0, a2 = 0 . Partially ordered phase
III, ^ 0, a2 ^  0 . Ferromagnetically ordered phase
Expression (3.2) has no minima which would correspond to = 0,
a2 ^ 0.
The mean-field phase diagram is drawn in Fig. 1 for n = 3.
The topology of the phase diagram is the same for all values of
n, and is in accordance with those written in §.2. The order of 
the phase transitions obtained is different for n = 2 and for 
n _> 3. The types of transitions between the different phases for
n = 2, and for n >_ 3 are given in Table 1.
This simple method is not able to account for some unusual 
critical properties of the Ashkin-Teller model, and it probably 
fails to predict the order of the I ■> II transition for n = 3 
and n = 4. Furthermore the phase boundaries are approximate. 
However, by increasing the value of n, we may hope for better 
quantitative agreement. This tendency is generally true for models 
where either the number of components of the spin or the range of 
interactions goes to infinity. In our case this statement is only 
partially fulfilled. The phase diagram for n -* °° is shown in 
Fig. 2 in the following plane:
15
Upon the importance of this subspace we will touch in the second 
part of this paper (Paper II, Iglói 1984). Here we use it for 
better representation.
The mean-field phase diagram is exact for the cubic transi­
tion line, as we can state in comparing it to the result of the 
1/n expansion (Paper II). A further possibility to check this is 
to compare the phase diagram with the asymptotic transition lines 
(eqs. (2.09) and (2.11)). In this way the paramagnetic-partially 
ordered transition coincides with eq. (2.09) whereas the partial­
ly ordered-ferromagnetic transition does not agree with the as­
ymptotic line (2.11).
To conclude this section, we comment on the method of 
Livi et al. (1983) who determined the order of the phase transi­
tion by using a mean-field calculation. The mean-field calcula­
tion, due to its approximate character, generally overestimates 
the transition temperature, and results rather in a first order transition, 
then a second order one. In some cases the mean-field calcula­
tion also describes a second order transition from a metastable 
state at lower temperature, than where the first order transi­
tion took place. According to the method of Livi et al. (1983), 
this second order transition is taken to be the real type of
16
transition of the system, if its transition temperature is not 
higher than its exactly or numerically known value. For our
model this procedure has limited use since an underlying second
{
order transition takes place only for n = 2. The phase transi­
tion is predicted to be second order for X ^ 1; and at X = 1 
predicts the exact crossover value of n. For X < 1, however, 




In order to obtain more accurate phase diagram and critical 
properties of the model, in this Section we make several RG 
transformations. Our aim is also to investigate the break-down 
of universality and the crossover of the transition from second 
order to first order by increasing values of n. Our earlier study 
on the Ashkin-Teller model (Iglói and Sólyom 1984) did not give 
clear evidence on the existence of a line of fixed points. Now 
our hope is, that by increasing the space of parameters as taking 
n to be a variable, the line of fixed points will show up in the 
calculation.
Recently Nienhuis et al. (1983) performed an RG calculation 
for the classical 2D model. By using the vacancy generating RG 
technique (Nienhuis et al. 1979) a complex description was given 
on many extraordinary features of the critical properties of the 
model. Our RG calculation has a different starting point based 
on the success of Sólyom and Pfeuty (1981) in explaining the 
first order phase transition in the 2D Hamiltonian Potts model. 
Otherwise, the structure of fixed points and the evaluation of 
these with increasing value of n is,in our calculation, like 
those obtained by Nienhuis et al. (1983). This is not really 
surprising since after all the two RG methods have the same 
spirit (Iglói and Sólyom 1983b).
In the RG transformation of quantum spin systems (for a 
review see Pfeuty et al. 1982), the Hamiltonian of the system 
is split into an unperturbed part containing noninteracting
18
cells of spins, and a perturbation which contains the intra-cell 
couplings. The solution of the unperturbed part is a product of 
the states of the cells. In the RG transformation the low lying 
levels of a cell are mapped onto the states of a new spin, which 
will be the new cell variable. For the n-component cubic model 
this hew spin, obtained after the RG transformation, has the 
symmetry of the original spin for ferromagnetic value of the 
couplings. Furthermore, this sector is invariant under the RG 
transformation therefore we restrict our investigation to the 
ferromagnetic region.
Depending on the choice how the Hamiltonian is split, dif­
ferent RG transformations can be defined. In this paper we con­
sider three of them. To determine the phase-structure a decima­
tion transformation is used, which was originally proposed by 
Fernandez-Pacheco (1979) for the Ising model. The critical prop­
erties of the model are investigated by block transformation and 
by decimation transformation. The latter two methods are equival­
ent for self-dual models (Sólyom 1981) , but in our case supply 
different information. In these methods, we used different sizes 
of the cells in the transformation, in order to make extrapola­
tions .
4.1 The phase diagram
A decimation transformation is used in this section. This 
transformation was proposed for the Ising model by Fernandez- 
Pacheco (1979) and was later used for the Potts model by Horn 
et al. (1980) , Hu (1980) , Sólyom and Pfeuty (1981), Iglói and
19
Sólyom (1983а)? and for the Ashkin-Teller model by Iglói and 
Sólyom (1984). The transformation generally gives the exact phase 
transition points for self-dual models so it is often called the 
self-dual RG method (SDRG) or duality concerning decimation. This 
method seems to give quite accurate results even for non-self­
dual models for the phase diagram, however, the critical prop­
erties obtained by this method are less valuable.
Now let us briefly discuss the method for the simplest case 
with two spins in a cell. The non-interacting cells are chosen 
such that every other spin is fixed in a given state and it in­
teracts with its left neighbour only. The non-fixed spins are 
eliminated by the RG procedure. The derivation of the RG trans­
formation as well as the structure of the fixed points is like 
those obtained for the Ashkin-Teller model (Iglói and Sólyom 
1984). The RG transfprmation does not generate new couplings, and 
the recursion relations have three types of trivial fixed point 
solution yielding three different phases. The region of attrac­
tion of these fixed points is shown in Fig. 3 for n = 2. It is 
mentioned that the structure of the phase diagram obtained by 
this transformation does not depend on the value of n, it is only 
that the boundaries of the phases are changing .
The different phases can be characterized as'follows:
I/ Paramagnetic phase - the couplings scale to h-^ =
= arbitrary, h2 = arbitrary, A^ = О, A2 = 0.
II/ Partially ordered phase - the couplings scale to 
h^ = 0, h2 = arbitrary, A-^ = 0, A2 = arbitrary.
III/ Ferromagnetically ordered phase - the couplings scale 
to h^ = 0, h2 = 0, A-^ = arbitrary, X2 = arbitrary.
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The critical surfaces, which separate the different phahes, 
are characterized by the following nontrivial fixed-points:
i) The points of the surface separating the paramagnetic and 
the ferromagnetic region scale to: h^ = 0, = O, A^ = 0,




This fixed point is denoted by I(n) in Fig. 3. (The notation is 
explained by the fact that for n = 2 it is an Ising-like fixed 
point.) The position of the fixed point as well as the eigenvalues 
of the linearized RG transformation at the fixed point are given in 
Table 2.
ii) The points of the critical surface separating the para­
magnetic and the partially ordered region scale to: h^ = 0,
A ^ = 0 ,  A2 = 0, h2 = arbitrary, with, however,
2nh^
This is the fixed point of the n-state Potts model, denoted by 
P (n) . The thermal eigenvalue is (n + 2/n + 2)/(/n + 2).
iii) The points of the surface separating the ferromagnetic 
region and the partially ordered region scale to: 
h ^ = 0 ,  h2 =0, A ^ = 0 ,  A2 = arbitrary, with, however,
= 1/2.
This is an Ising-like fixed point denoted by I, the thermal eigen­
value is 2, the critical exponent v is 1.
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iiii) The points of the line where the three phases coexist 
scale to: h^ = 0, = 0 ,  X^ = 0, X£ = 0, with, however,
1,
This is the critical point of the 2n-state Potts model, denoted 
by P(2n). The eigenvalues at this point are
,T _ 2n + 2/2n + 2 
1 /2n + 2
1 + 2
(/2n + 1)(1 + /2n,2 ’
This renormalization-group procedure accurately describes the 
phase boundaries in the region between the I(n) and P(2n) fixed 
points, as is shown in Paper II by comparing the results with 
series expansion. However, in some respects it gives a rather 
crude description. First of all, the phase transition are deter­
mined to be second order for any values of n, in contrast to the 
fact that transitions described by the I(n), P(2n), P(n) fixed 
points should be of first order for large values of n. Otherwise 
the bifurcation line always goes through the 2n-state Potts point, 
although it should move to higher values of and h^, as is shown 
by series expansion results (Paper II).
In order to get a more reliable description of the critical 
properties, in the next section we use the block transformation 
and the usual decimation transformation.
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4.2 Critical properties
In the block transformation (ВТ) and in the decimation trans­
formation (DT) more couplings are included in the unperturbed 
part of the Hamiltonian compared with SDRG, and generally they 
result in a more reliable description of the critical properties 
of models. By using both transformations on the n-component cubic 
model, it turned out that the two methods result in the same quali­
tative description of the critical properties. Let us now outline 
the two transformations.
In ВТ the unperturbed part of the Hamiltonian contains all 
the field terms and the intra-block couplings. The unperturbed 
part of DT contains all coupling terms and the field terms within 
the cells, while the perturbation is the field acting on the edges 
of the cells, i.e. on the non-decimated spins. In both transforma­
tions starting with the Hamiltonian with four couplings, the RG 
transformation generates three new ones, but further renormali­
zation steps do not increase the number of couplings. Derivations 
of the RG equations for the two transformations are given in the 
Appendix.
Both transformations describe a similar phaser-diagram consist­
ing of three phases:
I/ Paramagnetic phase - the couplings scale to:
h-^ = arbitrary, hj = arbitrary, = 0 ,  A2 = 0, x=y=y=c-^,
where c-^  = 0 for ВТ and c^ = 1 for DT.
II/ Partially ordered phase - the couplings scale to:
h^ = 0, h2 = arbitrary, A-^ = О, A2 = arbitrary, x=y=z=l.
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III/ Ferromagnetically ordered phase - the couplings scale 
to:
h^ = 0, 1^ = 0, X^ = arbitrary, X2 = arbitrary, x=y=z=c3 
where c^ = 1 for ВТ, and c3 = 0 for DT.
The surfaces separating the different phases are characterized 
by nontrivial fixed points. In these transformations, there are 
more nontrivial fixed points compared with the SDRG, and the pic­
ture given by these transformations on the nature of the phase tran 
sition is also richer. A schematic picture on the RG phase diagram 
in the extended space of couplings is given in Fig. 4 for differ­
ent values of n. The third axis, pointing perpendicularly to the 
physical plane, serves to represent all new couplings, and there­
fore somehow plays the role of the dilution in the 2D classical 
model. Figure 4 shows that the structure of nontrivial fixed 
points is similar to that obtained by Nienhuis et al. (1983) for 
the 2D cubic lattice-gas model. The figure demonstrates that the 
number of nontrivial fixed points as well as the nature of the 
transition depends on the value of n. In the following, we sum­
marize the properties of the nontrivial fixed points.
i) The critical surface separating the paramagnetic and the 
1 ferromagnetic region is controlled in the most general case by
C t rlthree fixed points denoted by I (n), I (n) and I (n); these are 
called the critical, tricritical and the discontinuity fixed 
point, respectively. These fixed points are characterized by:
h. = 0, h0 = 0, X-, = 0, X~ = 0, but, however,
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finite, finite, X = finite 
for ВТ, and
2 1 2т—  = finite, т—  = finite, т—  = 0, у = finite, z = finite 
Л1 Л1 Л1
for DT.
The critical fixed point is one-fold unstable, describes second 
order transition and controls the cubic transition of the physical 
model. The thermal exponent - as a function of n at this fixed 
point - is given in Fig. 5 for DT when the size of the cell (B) 
is 2 and 3. The discontinuity fixed point is one-fold instable 
and describes first order transition since the specific heat ex­
ponent is a = 1 at this fixed point.
The tricritical fixed point is two-fold unstable, and sep­
arates the second order and first order transition regions of the 
surface. The thermal exponents at this fixed point are also given 
in Fig. 5.
Evaluation of the fixed points with increasing value of n 
is similar to that of the Potts model obtained by Sólyom and 
Pfeuty (1981) . The critical and tricritical fixed points move to­
wards each other. At n = n^ they coincide, the next to leading 
eigenvalue of the linearized RG equations at the fixed point is 
1, another eigenvalue is very close to 1. If the value of n is 
further increased the two fixed points annihilate each other, and 
the cubic transition in the physical system is controlled by the 
discontiniuty fixed point, i.e. it is of first order. The annihila­
tions of n for the different transitions and different sizes of 
the cells are given in Table 3.
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ii) The points of the critical surface separating the par­
amagnetic and the partially ordered region scale to:
h-^  = 0, h2 = arbitrary, = 0, X2 = 0, with, however,










z = finite, у = 0 for ВТ, and
x=y=z=finite for DT.
At this point the recursion equations are the same as that of the
n-state Potts model, in accordance with eq. (2.11), since the
model reduces to the n-state Potts model at this limit. From the
results of the RG-transformation on the Potts model (Sólyom and
Pfeuty 1981, Iglói and Sólyom 1983b), it is known that critical,
tricritical and discontinuity fixed points exist, denoted respect 
c t dively by P (n), P (n) and P (n). They are one-fold, two-fold and 
one-fold unstable, respectively. The evaluation of the fixed- 
point structure is the same as was mentioned for the I(n) fixed 
points. The annihilation value for n can be obtained from Table 3 
they are 2n^.
iii) The points of the surface separating the ferromagnetic 
region and the partially ordered region scale to:
hx = 0, h2 = 0, = 0, X2 = finite with, however,
h. h~1
ir = o,
2-r—  = finite, x=y=z=l for ВТ, and
1 1
h, h_1
T~ = ° ’A1
2T—  = finite, z = finite, x : 
A1
= 0 for DT.
This is an Ising-type fixed point, denoted by I in Fig. 4.
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for both ВТ and DT, since it is the 2n-state Potts point, where
the model is self-dual. The critical, tricritical and discontinuity
c t dfixed points are denoted by P (2n), P (2n) and P (2n), and are 
two-fold, three-fold and two-fold unstable, respectively. The 
thermal exponents at the critical and tricritical fixed points 
are given in Fig. 6 for different sizes of the cell, together with 
the exact values (den Nijs 1979). The annihilation procedure 
takes place at this point too; the annihilation values n = n^ are 
given in Table 3 for different sizes of the cell.
Here we mention that the В = 2 case (when two spins are in 
the cell) behaves somewhat differently for DT and ВТ.
In this case, as one can see in Table 3, the I (n) fixed 
point becomes two-fold unstable before the annihilation takes 
place and the 1^(п) tricritical fixed point becomes three-fold 
unstable in the same way. When the order of instability of the 
fixed points changes, new fixed points appear from which the 
one-fold unstable controls the cubic transition whereas the two­
fold unstable plays the role of the tricritical fixed point. If
we increase the value of n these new fixed points move towards
c tthe 2n-state Potts fixed points. When P (2n) and P (2n) change 
stability, these new fixed points and their counterparts for
iiii) The points of the line where the three phases coexist 
scale to: h^ = 0, h2 = 0, X^ = 0, X2 =0, but, however,
hi X^ h-j^
T— = 1 ,  T—  = 1, T—  = finite, x=y=z
n2 Л2 a1
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A2 > coincide with the Potts fixed points, and the moving fixed 
points annihilate each other. The moving fixed points for A2 > A^ 
for smaller n values have no physical meaning because they have 
complex eigenvalues.
By using larger cells in the transformation these moving 
fixed points do not appear therefore their appearance for В = 2 
is attributed to the effect of approximation.
From the results of the different RG transformation the fol­
lowing physical picture emerges on the phase transition in the 
2D n-component cubic model. The cubic transition is of second- 
-order for n < n^, and controlled by one fixed point, i.e. it is 
universal. For n > n1, the cubic transition is controlled by one 
discontinuity fixed point therefore it is of first order. This 
breaking of the universal behaviour occurs when n = n*. The 
series of n^ values in Table 3 seems to tend to 2. This is sup­
ported by the fact that at n = 2 the transition is of second
order, and the inequality n1 < n^ holds for all calculated sizesc c
of the cell in the transformation, and n^ tends to 2. At n = n1, 
one eigenvalue of the linearized RG equation is 1, and another is 
very close to this value. The same situation is true for the 
2n-state Potts fixed point. These facts signal the presence of a 
marginal operator and a line of fixed points with continuously 
varying critical exponents, i.e. the Ashkin-Teller fixed line. 
Therefore, in this case, the breaking of universality on the cubic 
transition line takes place in two steps for increasing value of 
n :
i) At n = 2 the critical indices of the second order tarnsi- 
tion depend on the coupling.
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ii) for n > 2 the transition is of first order, the latent 
heat depends on the coupling.
Finally we would mention that the neighbourhood of the multi 
critical point cannot be investigated satisfactorily by these 
RG transformations for n > 2. With these calculations, similarly 
to the SDRG, the multicritical point and the 2n-state Potts point 
are found to be the same, which is in contrast to the result of 
the 1/n expansion (Paper II). The nature of the multicritical 
point is still unsolved, even for the 2D classical model.
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5. Summary
In this paper the phase diagram and the critical properties 
of the Hamiltonian version of the 2D n-component cubic model were 
determined by different methods. Analysis of simple limiting cases 
and the results of mean-field calculation and RG transformations 
have shown that the phase diagram of the (1+1)D model is similar 
to that of the 2D model. Furthermore, the critical behaviour of 
the two models turned out to be the same.
The critical properties of the model were investigated by 
different RG transformations. By using different sizes of the 
cell in the transformation it was possible to extrapolate the 
results. The calculation gave an account on the line of fixed 
points in the Ashkin-Teller model, and on the first order tran­
sition on the cubic transition line for n > 2. The properties 
of this first order transition will be investigated by expansion 
methods in Paper II.
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Appendix 1.
Recursion equations in the block transformation
In this method,it is convenient to use the weak-coupling 
representation (2.4). As was mentioned earlier, in this represen­
tation the spectrum of the Hamiltonian splits into 2n disjoint 
sectors. Furthermore it turned out that for ferromagnetic values 
of the couplings, the 2n lowest eigenstates of the Hamiltonian 
belong to different sectors, and possess maximal symmetry. In 
the following we write down these states for the simplest case 
with two spins in a block.
The lowest eigenstate can be written in the form:
Ф1 = V o  + V Í  + V 2
where
= |3'(2n-l)'> + |5'(2n-3)'> + ... + I (2n-l) '3'>
^2 = |2'(2n)> + I 4' (2n-2) '> + ... + |(2n)'2'>
and aQ , a17 a2 are the components of the normalized eigenvector, 
belonging to the lowest eigenvalue (E^ ) of the following matrix:
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In this formula, for simplicity, the matrix is expressed in terms 
of the generated new couplings, the definition of those will be 
given later (Al).
The next energy level is n-fold degenerate. One of those can 
be written as:
and bQ and b^ are the components of the normalized eigenvector, 
belonging to the lowest eigenvalue (E2) of the following matrix:
The other degenerate states can be obtained from the states 
I 1'4 ' > , . . . , I 1 ' (2n) ' > , and will be denoted by cp^ , cp^- , . . . , cp2n > 
respectively.
The third low lying level is (n-l)-fold degenerate. One of 
these can be written as:
Here:
ip^  = |1'2 '> + |2 '1'>







2'2 ' > + I 4'(2n) '> + ... + I (2n) '4'>
5 ' (2n-l)'> + |7'(2n-3)'> + ... + I (2n-l) ' 5' >
and cq/ c^, c2 are the components of the normalized eigenvector, 
belonging to the lowest eigenvalue (E^ ) of the following matrix:
- 2 (n-2)h, - ^ 2n /2rT







- 25 2n /n(n-2) 4hl - 25 (n'3)
The other degenerate states can be obtained from the states 
|l'5'>, . . . , 11' (2n-l) ’>, and will be denoted cp^  , . . . , Ф2п_1' 
respectively. The renormalized values of the couplings can be ob­
tained from the condition that the matrix elements have to be the 
same before and after the transformation.
The renormalized values of the fields are obtained from the 
energy spectrum of the renormalized states:
.cell 3 1
2n
cell nE2 - (n-1)E3 - E1
l 2 '  ---------------- 5 5 --------------------
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The renormalization procedure for the coupling terms, however, 
generates new couplings, whose definitions are the following:
2K = <i'j'|Hx |i'r>
— ■ = - <1'1'|HA | (2i) '(2n-2i +2) '>
_± = _ <l'l'|HX I(2k+l)'(2n-2k+l)'>
л3
7n - < (2i)' (2j) ' |HX I (2i-2k-l) '(2j + 2k+l) '>
_4
2n = - < (2i)'(2j) 'IHxI (2i-2k) ' (2i+2k) '> (Al)
_5
2n <1/ (2i) 'J HxI (2k) '(2i-2k+l) '>
2n <1' (2i) '|HX I (2i-2k+l) ' (2k) '>
212n = - < (2i+l) '(2j+l) '|HX I (2i-2k+l) '(2j+2k+l) '>
2“ = - < (2i+l) ' (2 j) ' |Hj (2i-2k+l) ' (2j+2k) '>
li2n <1' (2i+l) 'IHxI (2j+1) ' (2i-2j+1) '>
By shifting the zero of the energy, the diagonal term, XQ is 
taken to be zero. Furthermore the matrix elements have the prop­
erty:
<ab|Hx |cd> = <da|Hx |bc> = <cd|Hx|ab> = <bc||da>
i34 -
Starting from the physical model:
after the renormalization the generated couplings are not inde­
pendent. They may be expressed by three new parameters, x, y, and 
z in following way:
2Х3 = x Xi , X5 = xX^
2 2X4 — у X2 , Xg — У^2 ’ ^7 ~ z ^2 r ^8 — ^9 z^2 *
The recursion equations for the coupling terms read as: 
^cell _ xi[(aQ+a2)bo + xb-j^ (a2+a1) (n-1) ]2
Xcell = x.{(b c.+b.c ) + x[b c + (n-2)b.c9+(n-1)b.c.]}2 2 l o l l o  0 0  1 z 1 1
cell _ /.cell /.cell. 1/2 x '^ 3 / ^ *
, cell X2 t (cQa1+coao)+ync1a2+z(n-2)a1c2]'
X“ 11 = X2[2bob1+y[bQ+(n-l)b^]+z(n-2)b^]2
cell ,. cell ,, cell. 1/2 У = Uü A o  )
cell 2 , 2 2^  = X2{2cQc2+ync1+z[(n-3)c 2+cq ]}‘
cell = U = ell/X2ell)1/2
It should be noted that the subsequent renormalization steps do 
not increase the number of new couplings.
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By using larger cells, the same new couplings are generated 
by the RG transformation, and the structure of the RG equations 
remains the same. The lowest energy levels of the cells belong 
to different subspaces, and are maximally symmetrical. In the 
case of three spins in a cell, the dimensions of the eigenvalue 
matrices are 8, 13 and 12.
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Appendix 2.
Recursion equations in the decimation transformation
It is convenient to use the strong-coupling representation 
eqs. (2.1), (2.2) in the calculation. In the simplest case every 
second spin is fixed in a given state, i.e. the field term does 
not act on these spins. The state of the cell containing three 
spins depends on the relative positions of the edge spins, and 
in this way three different cases can be distinguished:
i. the fixed spins are in the same state
ii. the fixed spins differ by n
iii. the difference of the fixed spins is neither zero nor n.
i. When the fixed spins are in the same state, say Ä, the 
lowest state of the cell can be written as:
Ä = l^> la0 l^> + a-jJ &+n> + a2 U  + ••• + I Я-1> + I Я+1> +
+ ... + I Я+п—1> + I i,+n+l> + ... + I 2n>} I SL>
where aQ , a^ and /2"(n-1) a2 are the components of the normalized 
eigenvector belonging to the lowst eigenvalue (E^ )/ of the matrix:
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This matrix, for simplicity, is expressed in the space of the 
genrated new couplings (A2).
ii. When the fixed spins differ by n, the lowest state of 
the cell can be expressed as:
ф£ £4-n ~ I *>{co ( I £> + I £+n>) + C]_ ( I 1 > + ... + I £-l> + £+l> + . . . 
+ I£+n-l> + I£+n+l> + ... + I2n>)}I£+n>
Here c /2" and c^/2 (n-i) are the components of the normalized eigen 
vector belonging to the lowest eigenvalue (E^ ) of the matrix:
-h2 -hg2/n -1
-hg2/n-l A2~h4-h32 (n-2)
iii. When the fixed spins are not in the above mentioned two 
special positions, then the lowest eigenstate is the following:
фд к = I£>{bQ (I£>+1k>) + b1 (|£+n> + |k+n>) + b2 ( |2> + ...
+ I£-l> + I£+l> + ... + Ik—1> + Ik+l> + ... + [ £+n-l> +
+ I£+n+l> + ... + Ik+n—1> + Ik+n+l> + ... + I 2n>)}Ik>
Here bo'/2, b^ /2" and b2/2 (n-2) are the components of the normalized 
eigenvector belonging to the lowest eigenvalue (E2) of the follow­
ing matrix:
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For a given value of |£> the other spin |k> has 2 (n-1) possible 
states.
The renormalized values of the couplings can be derived from 





The renormalization procedure generates new field terms, 
depending on the state of the neighbouring spins. Thus:
hx =' - <£,£ ,£ IHh I £,k,£> = - <£,£,k|Hh |k,k,Jl>
Yí2 = - <£ , £ , £ I I £, £+n , £> = - <£ , £ , £+n I I £+n , £+n , £> 
h3 = - <k,£,m|Hh |m,p.,k> 
h^ = - <k,£ ,m I |m, £+n ,k>
he = - <£,£ ,m I Im,k, £> (A2)
hg = - <£,£,mIIm,£+n,£>
h^ = —  <£+n,£,£+n|Hh |£+n,k,£+n>
hg = - <£+n,£ ,m I I m , k ,£+n>
hg = - <£,£,£+n|Hh |£+n,k,£>
The generated couplings are not independent of each other, they may 
be expressed with the help of three new variables, x, у and z:
2 2h3 = hxy , h5 = Ьху, h? = hxz , hg = h^zy , hg = i^z 2
2h^ = l^x , hg = h2X.
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The recursion equations for the spin flip field are the following:















h1[2bQb2 + z2h±b2 + y(b2 + b2 + 2(n-3)b2)]2
(h^en/hjen)1/2
hl^cobl + bocl + z(cobo + blcl) + У2 (n-2)b2c1]
,, ren ,, ren, 1/2(h7 /h1 ) '
h2tcQ (a1 +aQ) + xa2c^2(n-1)]2
h2[2bobx + x(b2 +b2 + 2{n-2)b2)]2
,, ren ,, ren, 1/2 (h4 /h2 )
Finally we mention that the structure of the RG equations, 
and the number of new couplings remain the same, by using a larger 
cell in the calculation. The dimensions of the egigenvalue matrices 
will be 8, 8, 17 for В =3 and 33, 28, 84 for В = 4.
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Table captions
Table 1. Nature of transitions in the mean-field calculation.
I, II and III denote the same regions as in Fig. 1.
Table 2. Position of the I(n) fixed point and the eigenvalues 
of the SDRG transformation for different values of n.
Table 3. Critical values of n, where the critical and tri- 
critical fixed points annihilate each other.
Subscripts I and P refer to the I(n) and P(2n) fixed 
points, respectively; n*(BT) and n*(DT) were calculatedC L»
by block transformation and by decimation transforma­
tion, respectively. The values in parentheses are the 
next to leading eigenvalues of the RG transformations 
when the critical and tricritical fixed points coincide.
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Table 1.
Transition n Type of transition

















2 1 . 2. .707 .707
3 .733 2.476 .814 .737
4 .650 2.870 .861 .761
5 .611 3.212 .888 .779
10 .547 4.532 .942 .829
100 .504 14.214 .993 . 936
00 *5 + /7n 1 . 1 .
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Table 3.
В Inc (ВТ) n*(DT) nPc
2 3.24 (1.009) 3.34 (1.010) 3.41 (0.993)
3 3.04 (0.972) 3.08 (0.980) 3.12 (1.014)
4 ' 2.99 3.02 (1.040)
5 2.92
OO 2. (1.) 2. (1.) 2. (1.)
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Figure captions
Fig. 1. Mean-field phase diagram for n = 3. The model is par­
amagnetic in region I, partially ordered in region II, 
and ferromagnetic in region III.
Fig. 2. Mean-field phase diagram for n -+ °°. The II -+ III transi-
hl X2 -1tion takes place on the line: = (— )
Fig. 3. Phase diagram for n = 2 obtained by SDRG. I(n), P(2n),
P (n) and I denote the nontrivial fixed points.
Fig. 4. Schematic renormalization-group phase diagrams obtained 
by decimation transformation and by block transforma­
tion. The {h^} axis serves to represent all new couplings 
generated by the transformations, a, n < 2 b, n = 2 
(Ashkin-Teller model) c, n > 4. Dots represent nontrivial 
fixed points, the double line for n = 2 is the Ashkin- 
Teller fixed line.
Fig. 5. Critical and tricritical thermal exponents at the I(n) 
fixed point calculated by decimation transformation 
for В = 2 and 3. The square denotes the exactly known 
value for the Ising model.
Fig. 6. Critical and tricritical thermal exponents at the
2n-state Potts point by using different sizes of the 
cell in the transformation. The exact values 
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